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THE INDIAN AND
PAKISTANI TESTS:
DID VERIFICATION FAIL?

In the mo t mtensl e b ut of nuclear testing sine 19 1, when th
nited tate and
Fran e c nduet d 7 and 6 test re pee lively, India and Paki tan bctwe n them
d tonated up to 11 underground nuclear test in th month of Ma . To dat the are the
onl nu 1 ar t ts condu ted in the igning of the Compr hensiv Te t Ban Treaty
( TB ) in lale 1996, whi h waintended to ban nu lear tests in all environments for all
time.
India began lhe lal t outbreak with purportedl thr e virtually imultaneous
und rground t t on 11 Ma , a feat accompli hed previously onl by the nited tat
and the former OVlet nion, and a further two on 13 ay. The fir t three were
announc d by the Indian gov mm nt, after the event, a comprising a fl sion device (an
'atomi ' bomb, fuel! d by plutonium, of lh Hiro hima ariety), a thermonu lear
d i e (a so all d hydrogen or H-bomb) and a 'low-yield' d vi e . It was later
rep fled that the Ih rmonuclear de i e was in fa t a techni ally Ie
ophi licated
'boo I d ' fi sion device using tritium fuse to in r a th
i ld f the exp lo ion. Ail
v. re conducted in the Pokharan Range in Ih n rthwe t tat of Raja than, wh re
india' first te twas carri d ut 24 ar ag .
On 28 Ma

Paki Ian matched India' 'a ompli hment' by detonating a r ported five
\ Jrtuall
lInultaneous te t , follow d by one rnor (originally b Ii v d to have b en
Iwo) on 30 May. Thi purportedly brought Paki tan's total to "ix, the arne as India if
it May 1974 I I i in Iud d, although th re arc orne doub ts a to the exact number of
de\ j es involved on both id . II f the PakistanI te ts were reported to be fission
d i e u ing hIghly nrich d uranium ( -235) and wer onduct d at its te t lte in
hagai HIll in uthw t Pakistan.
Ih
Ap rl from the serioll impll alion of the t t f r peae and
urity on Ih Indian
ub- ontme t an.d the wide rarnifi ali n for int matlOnal curity, e pe lally arm
ont1'Ol and di armament, th t t ral ed troublin.g questions about verification . .In
particular, did the le t d mon trat the failure of eismic and othe r means for
remal 1 dele ling and id ntifying nucl aT e>..plosions? If 0, as some in the US ongress
hav sugge t d, i a CTBT th n unverifiable?
Did verification fail?

Whil there", auld appear to b a pnma acie ase that th curr nt monitoring yst m
und r performed in d tecting and identif ing the Indian t t, the can lu ion that a
CTI3 i th refor un erifiable is implisti.
In the fir t place, the 11 \1a
erie by India and b lh
ri by Paki tan w r
uc
fully d te t d and the 10 atian and ur id ntifi d, and probab ly wou ld hav
b n end an attempt had b en made to conduct th m clandestinely. The monitoring
yslcm, e en in it na cenl form, did, to that xtent, work.
For the ir t IndIan neS-CTU ial beau e it wa totally un xp t d- ei mic data
w re quickl avaJlable from the U -ba ed Incorporated Re arch In titution for
S i mology (lRI ) gl bal n tw rk group. It tat ion aT locat d worldwide from
around 6 degree epi enlTal dislanc from Pokharan (th station in ilor, Pakistan) to
some 90 d gr es (tatlOn in anada) and further afield. The data howed a ingle
e ent, originally estimated at magnitude 4.7, equating to a yield of om 20 kiloton
(kl) of TNT, v\ ilh an uneertaint a tor of around 2.
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How ever the waveform of the even t (as depicted
on seismographs) was quite simple and not
obviously derived from multiple sources, su ch as
the double exp losions conducted by the Soviet
Union in the 1970s.
Eight days after the event the US Geological
Survey, using more reliable seismic data from 125
stations, estima ted that the 11 May explosions
were :
• conducted at 10:13:42.0 Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT)
• at a latitude of 27.102N and longitude 71.857E
with depth constrained at zero kilometres, and
• with a body-wave magnitude of 5.2 and surfacewave magnitude of 3.6.
The estima ted seismic location was 12 km from
the actual location. The new m agnitudes
suggested a combined yield of 30-60 kt, consistent
wi th the announ ced total y ield of 56 kt. Hence
the first Indian tests (and the later Pakistani
tests) were detected by the seismic network and
their location and approximate size determined,
albeit n o t immedia tely.

Identification of the source of the eventswhe th er a nuclear tes t or an earthquake-was
more difficult. Based on so-called mb:Ms data
(the relative size of two seismi c wave types,
which h elps distinguish nu clear tests from
earthquakes) and compared with a dataset of
earthquakes in the Western United States and
underground nuclear explosions at the Nevada
Test Site, th e 11 May event was clearly in the
exp losion popula tion. In oth er datasets it was
close to the separation between earthquake and
exp losion populations and was th e refore
a mbigu ous. This highligh ts the need for local
calibration of both natural and man-made events
in the Indian sub-continent.
Detection of separate signals for the purportedly
simultaneous multiple explosions was even more
problematic than identification o f th e source.
Simultaneous exp losions at the separation of the
exp losions cited in media reports (about 1 km)
would give seismic signal s separated by at most
some 0.2 seconds or so. As this is much less than
the domi.nant period (aro und 1 second) of each
seismic signal, the combined signa l would not
obv ious ly appear as two exp lOSions, since they
would overlap. A careful analysis of waveform

data could perhaps detect the s ubtle variation in
the signals, and thus the multiple sources of the
II May eve nt, given s ufficiently dense coverage by
seismic stations. Howev er this is b y no means
guaranteed.
In an y event , while und er a CTBT it might be
useful to know how many clandestine explosions
h a d been conducted simultaneously in ord er to
determine the magnitude of a treaty violation, in
effect such information is irrelevant to the fact of
a violation having occurred. Any ex pl os ion ,
regardless of its size or characteristics, would
cons titute a violation.
In contras t to the Indian tests of 11 Ma y and the
two Pakis tani rounds, the performance of the
seis mic monitoring system in the case of th e 'low
yield' Indian test series of 13 May was tro ubling.
No seismic data h as been reporte d for these
~ v e nts.

Jfficial Indian reports put the yields of the two
~ xplosions at 0.5 kt and 0.3 kt and the site(s) as
)eing 'in a sand-dune' (a ra ther unusual location if
'e nting of radioactivity is to be avoided) . A
~t!ly -contain e d explosion of the anno unced yields
1 soft rock should have a magnitude of around 3,
e t be detectable by the most pow e rful stations,
Jch as se is mic arrays. There was thus possibly
)me attenuation of the seismic signal because of
Le sandy nature of the test site. Seifs (linear
.nd dun~s), in w hich the devices w ere reportedly
lried, can reach 150 m e tres or more in height.
~)wever

it has long been known that the seismic
n e twork for a CTBT w o uld have
~ficulty d e tec ting events below 1 kiloton because
~ constant movement of the earth's crus t makes
:iifficult to distinguish very small nuclear tests
m small earthquakes. It has been assumed that
1ew ly proliferant co untry testing a nucl ea r
apon for the firs t time would not be technically
lficie nt enough to confidently detonate devices
;uch low yields. India had 24 years to pe rfect
technology of nuclear d evices after its 1974
, while Pa kis tan has also been working on its
'lear weapon technology for d ec ad es and
) rtedly obtained blueprints from China.

~mitoring

~cond

reason why the tests sh ould not be seen
a d e mon s tration of the failure of the
rnationa l Monitoring System for the CTBT is
it is still b e ing es tablished b y th e
,aratory C ommission for the trea ty. Indeed
reaty itself has not yet entered into force .
. 64'1;, of the primary seismic s tations for the
·e network are currently functional and only
of the secondary . These are n o t linked into
nternational n e twork in real-time and the
:ted Int e rn a tional Data Centre (IDC) in
1998

Vienna is not yet in e xis tence . i\ prototy p e IDC in
Arlington, Virginia is being used . Delivery of
both hardware and so ft ware to th e Vienna IDC
will begin this northern summer and the IDC is
not exp ec ted to be fully operational until 1999 or
2000.
The non-seismic monitoring ne tworks which will
also contribute to CTBT verification are even less
op e rational: only 2 7% of th e h y droacoustic
stations, 15'1r, of the ra d ion uclide and 2°";, of the
infras ound s tations arc w o rking. Radio nuclide
samp ling and sa tellite ima gery are significant jf
und erground tes ts res ult in th e venting of
radioac tivity and / or c ratering. (If venting did
occur during or after the recent tes ts it would be a
violation of the 1963 Par tial Test Ban Treaty
(PTBT ), which bans venting fro m underground
tests and to w hi ch India a nd Pakistan are both
party). Under a fu ll y operational CTST a state
party would also be s ubject to challenge o n-site
insp ections if su spicio Lls e vents occurred.
Since a m o nit o ring system th e size and
sophistication of tha t planned for the CTBT has
never be e n created before, its synergistic
capabilities remain unknown, although they are
bo und to be grea ter than the current fragmented,
undeveloped on e . While this conc e rns th e
verifiers, it should also give p a u se to potential
violators of a CTBT.
A third reason vv h y the verification system
cannot be said to hav e failed in the Indian and
Pakistani cases is tha t neither is party to th e
treaty o r e ven a s ign a tory. Neither ha s thu s
undertaken any legal obligation not to tes t nuclear
weapons und e rground and 'neither has contributed
to the internationa l m o nitoring netw o rk , in
particular by prov idin g seismic s tations. If India
and Pakis tan s ig ned a CTBT they co uld be
expected to contribute geophysical ca libration
d ata to p ermit better detection and identification
of seismic events on the Indian subcontinent. But in
that case they would probably not be expecting to
attempt to viola te the treaty . This is not to say
that if India and Pakistan do not become a parties
to the CTBT that the verifica tion sys tem will n o t
be able to detect any future testing by them, but
only that it will not be as easy.
A final reason vvhy the May tests were not a good
tes t of th e sys tem is that, excep t for th e fir st
Indian series, all the tests were expected and all
d e tection sys tem s, inclu di n g so-called National
Technical Means (NTM), were on high a lert as to
the possibility of cvcnts. US sate llites d e tec ted
the Pakistanis ~1ouring co ncrete into their tes t
shafts to sea l th em prio r to d eto nation . Even the
Indian firs t s(~ ri es were not a perfact test of the
system's ability to d e tect and identify secret tests,
since the Indians mad e no at tempt to co nceal th e>

fact that they had been conducted and, moreover,
announced them.

providing grounds for a challenge on-site
inspection after a suspected event).

The Failure of National Technical Means

But high technology was not the only NTM
available. The open political signs were there for
all to see, including a declaration by Prime
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee that India would
now 'induct' nuclear weapons into its national
defence. Admittedly even this was ambiguous, not
necessarily implying a test program. Moreover,
Indian politicians and scientists had for decades
made ambiguous remarks about India's nuclear
ambitions.

The most surprising verification failure in the
whole episode was not that of the nascent
international monitoring system but that of socalled National Technical Means (NTM), a
euphemism for all those means available to
national governments to monitor each others'
activities. In particular the United States' NTM,
including its intelligence services, failed to detect
Indian preparations for the first test series. In
December 1995 US agencies did succeed in
detecting test preparations and the Rao
government was warned off from proceeding. But
Indian preparations to test have been so
longwinded-boreholes were dug in the 1980sand the decision to test so long in coming that
intelligence agencies were apparently lulled into
complacency. In addition Indian scientists
reportedly calculated windows of opportunity
when American KH-12 satellites would not be
over the Indian test site, permitting final
preparations for the tests to go undetected. By the
time the satellites did detect the preparations
the tests had been conducted. (Under a fully
operational CTBT regime, however, such post
facto satellite imagery would be crucial in

Conclusions

For verification the major lessons of the Indian
tests are several: bring the CTBT into force and
establish the international monitoring system as
soon as possible, give the system as powerful a
capability as pOSSible and build in procedures to
avoid complacency. Naturally the best outcome of
all would be if, having gotten their nuclear tests
off their metaphorical chests, both India and
Pakistan were to sign the CTBT.

Trevor Findlay, Executive Director, VERTIC, with
technical input from Roger Clark, Lecturer in
Geophysics, University of Leeds.

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER:
BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS VERIFICATION
Biological weapons (BW) may present the
greatest threat of all weapons of mass destruction.
They are arguably the easiest to acquire, have
comparable effects to nuclear weapons and are
subject to the weakest arms control regime. The
1975 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
(BTWC), which prohibits the use of disease,
whether against humans, animals or plants, as a
weapon of war, lacks provisions for verifying
compliance. The necessity of strengthening the
BTWC is, therefore, evident.
The BTWC States Parties at a Special Conference
in September 1994 established an Ad Hoc Group
(AHG) with a mandate to consider measures to
strengthen the BTWC and improve its
implementation. The AHG commenced work in
Geneva in 1995. In 1996 the AHG agreed to
intensify its work and in July 1997 successfully
transitioned to negotiation of a 'rolling text' of a
BTWC protocol. All the essential elements for the
Protocol are now in the rolling draft text,
including mandatory declarations, non-challenge
visits (both focused and random) and so-called
compliance concern investigations, together with

measures to strengthen the implementation of
Article X on cooperation for peaceful purposes ..
Although there is a proliferation of square
brackets in the text indicating alternative
language, this year has seen encouraging political
developments that augur well for the successful
completion of the work within the next twelve
months.
First, the US reiterated in January that it seeks
the completion of the framework of a strong BWC
protocol by the end of 1998.
Second, the UK, in its role as President of the
European Union (EU), announced on 9 March a
common position that commits not only the EU
Member States but also the 14 Associated
Countries, a total of 29 States, to actively pursue
decisive progress in the work of the AHG 'with a
view to concluding the substantive negotiations by
the end of 1998, so tha t the Protocol can be
adopted by a Special Conference of States Parties
early in 1999'.
Third, in March the Australian Minister of
Fnrpio-n Affrlirs. in rpsnnnsp tn thp rp("pnt

("risi~

between Iraq and the UN Special Commission
(UNSCOM), proposed fast-tracking the
negotiations on the BTWC by the convening of a
high level meeting to inject into the negotiations
the necessary political commitment to their early
conclusion. Such a meeting may be held at Foreign
Minister level in New York during the UN
General Assembly session later this year.
However, a note of caution was sounded by the
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) and other
countries at the end of the March 1998 AHG
meeting. While confirming their commitment to
the AHG and the strengthening of the BTWC,
they noted that the decision of the Fourth
Review Conference urging completion of the AHG
negotiations as soon as possible enjoyed consensus
support from all States Parties and hence that
alternative time frames should be avoided. They
also stressed that the mandate needs to be fully
implemented and expressed their concerns at
'attempts to reduce the scope and importance of
issues' related to Article X of the Convention
(peaceful cooperation).
There is however, overall, a sense in Geneva of
real purpose and seriousness in the negotiations.
All the participating states are engaged in
formulating consensus language to ensure removal
of square brackets from the text.
The EU common position commits the 29 states
concerned to working for the central measures of a
strengthened regime, consisting of declarations of
a range of facilities and activities of potential
relevance, visits to facilities in order to promote
accurate and complete declarations, rapid and
effective investigations into concerns over noncompliance, together with a cost-effective and
independent organization to implement the
protocol effectively. It is encouraging that there
is much common ground with the US position
indicated in a White House Fact Sheet of 27
January 1998, which said the US will seek
international agreement on declarations,
voluntary visits, non-challenge clarifying visits
and challenge investigations.
Although the common ground is encouraging, there
are several details in the US position which
would benefit from further consideration and
modification. For instance, although the US
favours 'voluntary visits ... at the discretion of the
facility concerned' these are unlikely to be
sufficient for the US in regard to any of the eight
countries (Russia, Iraq, China, Syria, Iran, Egypt,
Libya and Taiwan) which the US officially
regards as being of concern with regard to BTWC
compliance . There are circumstances in which
voluntary VISIts could help to increase
transparency and build confidence. For example,
in visits to check declarations, a voluntary visit

to other parts of the facility would be valuable.
However, these should not be the only option.
As for challenge investigations, as the EU common
pOSition recognises, these need to be rapid and
effective . The difficulties of conducting
investigations some time after an alleged event
were clearly shown in regard to the April 1997
Cuban allegation that Thrips palmi was
dispersed from a US aircraft overflying Cuba.
Furthermore, the US experience in the
confrontation with Iraq earlier in 1998 showed
the difficulties of building an international
consensus even when the evidence was clear and
internationally accepted. The US should
recognise that there are good grounds for the
BTWC having a similar 'red light' filter
mechanism to that of the Chemical Weapons
Convention (CWC), whereby a majority of states
parties have to vote to stop an investigation (as
opposed to a 'green light' procedure in which a
majority of states have to vote to permit an
investigation). As both the BTWC and the CWC
rightly cover toxins, thereby ensuring no gap
between the two conventions, it would not be
beneficial for them to have two significantly
different verification mechanisms.
The NAM statement shows a welcome
commitment to the strengthening of the BTWC
through the completion of the negotiations as soon
as possible. They state that substantive progress
in strengthening the application of Article X of
the Convention is crucial to the conclusion of a
universally acceptable protocol. These remarks
. appear to have resulted from moves at the March
AHG meeting to constrain the scope of Article VII
of the protocol; in the January draft it had the
title 'Scientific and Technological Exchange for
Peaceful Purposes and Technical Cooperation'
with no square brackets, whereas the version
resulting from the March meeting is '[Scientific
and Technological Exchange for Peaceful
Purposes] [Implementation Assistance] and
Technical Cooperation' . This casts doubt on the
intention of others to address that element of the
mandate which requires the Ad Hoc Group to
consider inter alia: 'Specific measures designed to
ensure effective and full implementation of
Article X, ... '
The particular importance of Article X measures
to the developing countries is widely recognised.
Although it is important to avoid duplication of
activities taking place under other treaties and
arrangements, such as those under Agenda 21 and
the Convention on Biological Diversity, there are
common goals in respect of international security,
public health and environmental safety that can
inform the work of the Ad Hoc Group to increase
transparency and build confidence. In many
countries, for public health and environmental

Meeting (TEM), involving an international panel
of experts, held in September 1997 to consider
Iraq's purported Final, Full and Complete
Declaration of its biological weapons holdings
and capabilities, concluded that the document
was 'incomplete, inadequate and technically
fla wed'. As late as March of this year the
Commission discovered a document, dated 1994,
which indicated the existence of a program for
the manufacture of nozzles for spray dryers to be
delivered to Al Hakam, Iraq's principal
biological weapons production facility.
Although UNSCOM Executive Chairman
Richard Butler has said that UNSCOM's
investigations could be concluded relatively
quickly with full Iraqi cooperation, leading to
the possible lifting of sanctions by the UN
Security Council (although long-term monitoring
would continue indefinitely), there is no
indication that Iraq intends to offer such
cooperation. UNSCOM, which was intended at
its establishment in 1991 to be short-lived, is
preparing for the long haul.
Georgian Nuclear Fuel Airlifted to Britain

On 22 April it was reported that the UK had
accepted approximately 5 kilograms (kg) of

weapons-grade highly-enriched uranium (HEU)
fuel from Georgia. Although controversial in the
UK, the move has clear non-proliferation
benefits. It clears the way for Georgia to comply
more readily with International Atomic Energy
Agency safeguards, including the Additional
Protocol which it had already provisionally
applied. The HEU had been at Georgia's Institute
for Physics just outside Tbilisi, where security
conditions were less than ideal.
Small amounts of fissionable material require the
same high security as larger amounts because of
the risks of their being used for weapons purposes.
Most of the HEU is in pure form and can be used
for medical purposes: 0.8 kg was irradiated and
will need to be reprocessed. It was estimated that
at the end of 1994 there were 1,050 metric tons of
weapons-grade HEU in the former Soviet Union
(worldwide estimates were 1,770 tons). The
Georgia case highlights the need for further
intensive, co-operative international programs in
fissile material protection, control and
accountancy.

Compiled by Trevor Findlay and Suzanna van
Moyland

Trust & Verify Goes Cyber!
From this issue onwards Trust & Verify will be available free to you via Email. Readers who have not
yet requested an Email copy can do so by filling out the form on the back of the publications insert in this
copy of Trust & VerifiI Or catch it on the World Wide Web soon at: www.gn.apc.nrg/vertic/

VERTIC News
Forthcoming Seminar on Indian and Pakistani
Nuclear Tests

VERTIC will hold a seminar on the implications
of the recent Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests, in
cooperation with the Centre for Defence Studies
(CDS), Kings College, London and the UK Council
for Arms Control. The seminar will be held at the
Council Room, King's College, on Thursday, 18
June from 10.00 am to 1.00 pm. Speakers will be Dr
Chris Smith of CDS, Suzanna van Moyland of
VERTIC and John Edmonds, former UK test ban
negotiator and member of VERTIC's Board of
Directors. Contact VERTIC for further details.
Getting to Zero Workshop

On 15 May VERTIC held a second workshop as
part of its project on Verification of the Transition
to a Nuclear Weapon-Free World and Sustaining
the Verification Regime for an Indefinite Period

('Getting to Zero'). The two-year project, which
ends in June, has been funded by the W. Alton Jones
Foundation and the Ploughshares Fund. The 15
May meeting was attended by representatives of
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, the
Ministry of Defence, Pugwash, the International
Security Information Service (ISIS), VERTIC's
Board of Directors and others. It examined in
detail the four reports commissioned as part of
the project.
The first, Verifying the Transition to Low Levels
of Nuclear Weapons, by Patricia Lewis, covers
the period in which the nuclear weapon states
would be expected to ClI t their nuclear arsenals to
the low hundreds. The second report, by Richard
Guthrie, covers the period when complete nuclear
disarmament-zern-is achieved and details the
type of treaty and accompanying verification
arrangements likely to be required. The third

report, by George Paloczi-Horvath, concerns what
has been called 'virtual nuclear deterrence'. This
refers to the existence of residual nuclear
capabilities (such as skilled personnel,
fissionable materials and general industrial
capacity) which would give some states,
especially former nuclear weapon states, the edge
in any attempt to reconstitute nuclear weapons,
thereby giving them a form of nuclear deterrence.
The final report, by Suzanna van Moyland,
concerns how to sustain the verification system for
a nuclear weapon-free world into the indefinite
future.
The four reports will be revised and completed by
the end of May and published by VERTIC as
research papers.
New Intern

A new intern, Andrea Lupo, joins VERTIC in late
May, for three months' work experience. Andrea,
a student at the School of International Affairs at
American University in Washington DC, will be

assisting with research on the Northern Ireland
decommissioning issue and general office work.
Verification Directory

VERTIC has begun compiling a directory of all
verification organizations and agencies, whether
multilateral, regional or national. Nongovernmental organizations with specific projects
on verification issues will also be included. The
Directory is to be published later this year.
Should you wish your organization to be included
please forward the details to Nic Elborn,
VERTIC's Administrator.
New Grant

In May VERTIC received a grant of US$30,000
from the John Merck Fund for a project on the
verification
and
implementation
of
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. The
grant will enable VERTIC to conduct research
into the issues facing the 1999 special conference
of states parties to the treaty and to help
contribute to that process.
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